
Designer's Statement :    

       
I was recently invited to an “Artist in residence” program in Ireland to work on my “Energy Series” and the many historic                                                                                                 

Neolithic, standing stones that many people believe emit a powerful energy. Within the vicinity of my studio there were                                               

many of these standing stones that I was able to incorporate into my sculpture installations to show this phenomenon.  

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

  

With some research I found I was also able to connect my “Energy Series” with that of the 2015 Garden Festival’s concept-                   EXAMPLE  of a few of the  painted  

“Buzz”. Through this research I am proposing a garden that will show, and educate the public about, recent scientific studies                  wooden pieces for “Energy Field”. They 

 that allege that flowers also generate electric fields to attract bees. Bees possess a positive charge when they fly. Plants on                      will be between 12 and 17 feet long . I   

 the other hand have a negative charge since they are grounded.                                                                                                                     will be transporting them to the site to be                

 It appears as if bees can sense the electrical field generated by flowers - an evolutionary advantage that was previously                            debarked and painted .  

 unknown says Professor Daniel Robertand and scientists from Bristol University. 

Visitors will be able to experience the Garden while walking along a randomly winding, narrow pathway, like that of a bee’s  

erratic flight path when looking for nectar. Visitors will also be able to read about these new exciting findings.                                        Material  List : 

                                                                                                                                       ________________________      
                                                                                                                                                                          Pollinating plants  - Blanket Flower (Gaillardia Aristata) 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                    - Glorious Daisy (Rudbeckia Hirta) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                    - Cone Flower ( Echinacea) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                    - Lily of the Incas (Alstroemeria) “tessa”,”Saturme” 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                    -Yarrow (Achillea Millefolium) culivar version “Paprika, Red Beauty” 

                                                                                                                                                                              Other Materials    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   - (54) wooden wavy branches to be debarked and painted on site 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                      12 to 17 ft. long with 2” to 3.5” Dia. Bottoms & ¼” to ½” Tops   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                   - Stone Dust for pathway 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
 

 

         Layout Plan of Garden       -     Garden 30 Feet in diameter 

                                                                                            Pathway 2 feet wide 
 
 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 

TWO OTHER VIEWS 
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  A Perspective of  Entire View             

                                                                                                                        


